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1. Introdution

Commission 12 overs researh on the internal struture and dynamis of the Sun, the

\quiet" solar atmosphere, solar radiation (inluding irradiane) and its variability. There

is onsiderable unavoidable and produtive overlap with the other Commissions in Division

II. Muh of it is aused by the fat that the solar magneti �eld, whih auses ative

phenomena suh as ares, oronal mass ejetions and the assoiated high energy radiation

and partile aeleration and also plays an important role in aelerating the solar wind or

modulating the osmi ray ux in the heliosphere, is produed by dynamo ation involving

the Sun's di�erential rotation and onvetive motions, topis that fall under the jurisdition

of Commission 12. In addition, the same magneti �eld also produes the more gentle

variation of the solar output (irradiane + p-mode frequeny) over 11 years, the quiet

network, subtle hanges in solar onvetion, et., phenomena overed by Commission 12.

However, the Commissions often onsider similar phenomena from very di�erent viewpoints,

leading to a deeper insight.

In the last three years signi�ant progress was ahieved in almost all of the many topis

overed by Commission 12, whih annot be overed in this brief report. A few topis have

therefore been piked out, for whih brief overviews are given in the following. The seletion

does not follow any deeper priniple, but has rather been guided by the speializations

of members of the Organizing Committee of Commission 12 and the idiosynraies of the

Chairman. In partiular, it must be stressed that topis not overed in this report have also

undergone onsiderable progress. Examples are solar irradiane variability or solar dynamo

theory, in both of whih �elds onsiderable advanes, both qualitative and quantitative,

have been ahieved. Finally, solar physis is urrently so dynami that it is impossible to

over all the signi�ant progress in the �eld even of the topis expliitly reviewed in this

report.

2. Magnetoonvetion

T. Bogdan

The interation between magneti �elds and onvetion is interesting both beause of its

astrophysial importane and beause the nonlinear Lorentz fore indues an espeially

bewildering variety of omplex dynami behaviour. Reent progress has been rapid and

wide-ranging. It has been driven prinipally by a further inrease in omputing resoures

and apabilities oupled with additional remarkable high-resolution observations of solar

surfae magneti �elds. The appliation of powerful analyti tehniques borrowed from

the mathematial disipline of nonlinear dynamis funtions as the amalgam that binds

simulation and observation into a sound physial foundation.
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Advanes in omputing power have at last made it possible to develop models of turbu-

lent magnetoonvetion that an be diretly related to these observations. The key features

of ux emergene and annihilation, as observed by the MDI experiment on SOHO, or the

G-band movies registered by the Swedish telesope on La Palma, are reprodued in the

kinemati alulations. Three-dimensional numerial experiments reveal the underlying

dynamial proesses. For example, we are now on�dent that turbulent onvetion is itself

able to at as a small-sale dynamo, regenerating the disordered surfae �elds that are

largely unaware of the solar rotation.

The urrent numerial experiments on three-dimensional magnetoonvetion in a strat-

i�ed ompressible layer reveal a range of di�erent patterns. Both the strength of the im-

posed magneti �eld and the aspet ratio of the simulations at in onert to ditate the

outomes. As the inuene of the imposed �eld is dereased there is a transition from

small-sale plumes, in the magnetially dominated regime, to large-sale vigorous plumes

when the �eld is dominated by the motion. At suÆiently large aspet ratios, the inter-

mediate regime is haraterized by magneti ux separation. In other words, there are

almost �eld-free regions, with lusters of vigorous plumes, surrounded by regions where the

Lorentz fore is strong enough to ontrol the dynamis. This is a well known property of

steady laminar onvetion, but what is exiting about this �nding is that similar behaviour

obtains in fully turbulent uids.

Another ruial \omputational" disovery is the tendeny for magneti ux to be

preferentially transported downward out of a turbulent onveting region and subsequently

stored in a stably strati�ed region whih lies below. This \magneti pumping" proess

is a neessary ingredient for the eÆient operation of the large-sale (i.e., rotationally-

inuened) solar interfae dynamo. It may be responsible for the yli transport of mag-

neti ux from the solar onvetion zone to the stable overshoot region. A rather unexpeted

but still quite preliminary �nding suggests that the proess might even be apable of storing

some of these �elds within the interior of the onvetion zone. A series of simulations inor-

porating a solar-like latitudinal shear show that a toroidal �eld of several tens of kilo-Gauss

may be e�etively held down by this turbulent ux pumping mehanism.

A muh-antiipated new development is the establishment of ritial points of ontat

between the numerial simulations and the traditional mean-�eld-eletrodynamis approah

to magnetoonvetion. Statistial analyses of the simulations are now beginning to reveal

the urious manner in whih the Lorentz fore ats to quenh the turbulent alpha and

eta e�ets. In some instanes, one has been able to unover ertain physial proesses

whih lead to a residual dissipation of magneti �eld or add to the magneti heliity. The

onvergene of these two philosophies and their ontinued exhange of ideas and puzzles

with the next generation of high-resolution solar observations, like the Advaned Tehnology

Solar Telesope and the Solar-B instrument omplex, give every assurane that the pae of

our progress in understanding magnetoonvetion will ontinue to aelerate far into the

21st entury.
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3. Global Helioseismology

J. Christensen{Dalsgaard

The preeeding three-year period has witnessed the steady aumulation of high-quality

helioseismi data, from the GONG and BiSON networks as well as from the instruments

on the SOHO spaeraft. The availability of suh nearly ontinuous data over an extended

period, in the ase of spatially resolved observations sine the last solar minimum and

for dis-averaged data for muh longer, has allowed investigations of subtle time-varying

phenomena, as disussed below. The helioseismi analyses are based on p- and f-modes

of frequenies as low as 1000 �Hz. Although the ongoing searh for g-modes has yielded

potential identi�ations (e.g. Gabriel et al. 2002), the detetability of g-modes is still in

some doubt, the observational upper limit in veloity observations being below 1 m s

�1

(Appourhaux et al. 2000).

The spherially symmetri omponent of solar internal struture, partiularly the sound

speed, an be inferred in most of the Sun by inversion of the average multiplet frequenies.

The results are generally in reasonable agreement with the so-alled `standard' solar models,

but not with models where a substantial redution in the solar neutrino ux has been

attempted (e.g. Bahall et al. 2001). Correspondingly, models adjusted to math the

helioseismially determined struture yield neutrino uxes lose to those of standard models

(Turk-Chi�eze et al. 2001). This strong suggestion for a non-astrophysial solution to the

solar neutrino problem was dramatially on�rmed by the diret detetion of neutrino

avour transitions from the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (Ahmad et al. 2001, 2002),

yielding neutrino prodution rates in the solar ore whih are onsistent with the standard

models. There remain, however, signi�ant, if modest, di�erenes between the helioseismi

inferenes and the models, most notieable a region just below the onvetion zone where

the inferred sound speed exeeds that of the models; this di�erene an be redued by

introduing weak mixing in this region (e.g. Brun et al. 1999). The sensitivity of the solar

sound speed to the thermodynami state of solar matter allows detailed tests of even subtle

details in the equation of state (Basu et al. 1999; Di Mauro et al. 2002). An interesting

example is the relativisti e�ets on eletrons in the solar ore, erroneously omitted in

earlier versions of the thermodynami tables; inluding them brings into perfet agreement

the solar age as determined from �tting the observed frequenies with the age inferred from

meteorites (Bonanno et al. 2002).

Solar internal rotation has been inferred in muh of the Sun, as a funtion of distane

r to the entre and latitude. Rotation of the deep interior remains diÆult to determine,

sine only a few p modes have even modest sensitivity to the ore rotation. Careful analyses

of BiSON data (Chaplin et al. 1999, 2001) were onsistent with solid body rotation of the

radiative interior, although with substantial unertainties below 0:25R

�

, R

�

being the solar

surfae radius. Little signi�ant variation with latitude is found in the radiative interior,

whereas rotation in the onvetion zone approximately shares the latitude variation observed

on the surfae. The interfae between these two regions, known as the taholine, shows

strong radial rotational shear. Properties of the taholine, whih are likely of substantial

signi�ane for the generation of the large sale solar magneti �eld and the solar yle,

were determined by, for example, Charbonneau et al. (1999).

Analyses of the solar internal rotation over the past 6{7 years have revealed signi�ant

time variations. Bands of slightly slower and faster rotation are found to move towards the

equator on the time sale of the solar yle. These are very similar to the so-alled torsional

osillations �rst observed on the solar surfae by Howard & LaBonte (1980); however the

helioseismi results show that they extend at least over the outer 10 % of the solar radius

(Howe et al. 2000; Antia & Basu 2000, 2001), with some variations being visible throughout

the onvetion zone (Vorontsov et al. 2002). Fairly substantial temporal variations in high

latitude rotation were found by Shou (1999) and Antia & Basu (2001). Surprisingly,

evidene for osillatory variations, with a period of 1.3 yr, in equatorial rotation at and just

below the taholine was found by Howe et al. (2000), although the signi�ane of similar
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results was doubted by Basu & Antia (2001). Reent data have shown that these variations

have died out sine the middle of 2000. Although this makes more diÆult a de�nite

on�rmation of their reality, suh behaviour is hardly surprising in a omplex dynamial

system like the solar interior; it is possible, for example, that the 1.3-yr osillations are

assoiated with the rising part of the solar yle. Needless to say it is essential that ontinual

helioseismi observations, with suÆient sensitivity to study suh subtle e�ets, be arried

out over at least one full solar yle, and ideally for muh longer.

An extensive review of helioseismology, overing the period up to the early part of

2002, was presented by Christensen-Dalsgaard (2002).
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4. The Solar Chromosphere

P. Heinzel and R.J. Rutten

Here we review the progress in understanding the struture and dynamis of the quiet

solar hromosphere. The extensive work on osillations in the hromosphere has been re-

viewed by Carlsson (1999), Deubner & Ste�ens (1999), Heinzel (2000), and Rutten (1999,

2001). After the internetwork \three-minute" osillations were identi�ed as weak aousti

shoks, the issues under debate are the degree of orrelation between internetwork grain

ourrene and enhaned internetwork �eld, the presene of identi�able pistons ausing en-

haned aousti ux higher up in the atmosphere, the relation between suh pistons and

observed veloity{intensity phase-di�erene patterns in the photosphere (with additional

interest onerning p-mode asymmetries), the amount of wave reetion in the upper hro-

mosphere, the penetration height of the shoks into the higher hromosphere (as evidened

by ultraviolet spetrometry with HRTS and SUMER), and the shok ontribution to hro-

mospheri heating and to the basal ux observed from ool stars. Referenes to all these

issues are given in Krijger et al. (2001), reent papers on these topis inlude Sivaraman et

al. (2000), MIntosh & Judge (2001), MIntosh et al. (2001), Rosenthal et al. (2002) and

Hoekzema et al. (2002). Internetwork hromospheri osillations were investigated using

SOHO/SUMER and TRACE observations (Judge et al. 2001). The observed photospheri

and hromospheri osillations are strongly oupled for frequenies between 2 and 8 mHz.

Phase oherenes derease with inreasing height. The middle hromosphere osillates in

several Mm diameter oherent pathes with power predominantly in the 5 { 7 mHz range.

The hromosphere osillates primarily in response to foring by the p-modes, large-sale

(several Mm aross) waves are often strongly inuened by magneti e�ets (e.g. anopies).

Coordinated spae (SOHO/SUMER and TRACE) and ground based (VTT, GCT) obser-

vations were reported by Curdt et al. (1999) who analysed hydrogen Lyman lines and

ontinuum osillations, together with Ca II grains. They show lear evidene of osillations

in the L� line, both in intensity and Doppler shifts (asymmetries). Krijger et al. (2002)

have further orrelated well aligned SUMER, TRACE and VTT x� t osillatory patterns.

Network osillations are often invoked to supply hromospheri or oronal heating,

but there is no �rm identi�ation of any de�nite mode yet. For referenes see Sivaraman

et al. (2000) and Krijger et al. (2001). Banerjee et al. (2001) used SOHO/CDS and

SUMER data to study the nature of network osillations whih are onsidered to be due to

waves produed in short bursts with oherene times of about 10 { 20 min. The observed

2 { 4 mHz network osillations an be interpreted in terms of kink and sausage waves

propagating upwards along the magneti ux tubes. Long-period waves (4 { 15 min) were

found in the entral portions of network bright points, indiating their magnetoaousti or

magnetogravity nature (MAteer et al. 2002).

Reent theoretial work on hromospheri modelling inludes new radiation hydrody-

namis 3D simulations (Wedemeyer et al. 2000) extending from the upper onvetion zone

to the middle hromosphere. Carlsson & Stein (2002) have investigated the dynami hydro-

gen ionization with the onlusion that the ionization of hydrogen in the hromosphere is

dominated by ollisional exitation in the L� transition followed by photoionization by the

Balmer ontinuum. Finally, Uitenbroek (2002) has demonstrated the importane of partial

redistribution for radiation losses in the Ca II K line.

Chromospheri and transition-region models have been further re�ned by Fontenla et

al. (2002), who onsidered the hydrogen and helium mass ows with ambipolar di�usion.

The semiempirial hromospheri model exhibits a temperature rise, in ontrast to mean

models of Carlsson & Stein whih are lose to radiation equilibrium (up to 1.8 Mm). The

latter models were ritiized by Kalkofen et al. (1999) and Kalkofen (2001) who argue that

the observed UV emission lines require an inreasing mean temperature. Hundreds of suh

lines have been deteted by SOHO/SUMER and identi�ed in the new SUMER spetral

atlas (Curdt et al. 2001).
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5. Loal Helioseismology

A. Kosovihev

Loal helioseismology is a new �eld of solar physis that studies the three-dimensional

struture and dynamis of the solar interior by analyzing loal properties of solar osillations

and waves, suh as travel times, phase shifts, frequeny and amplitude variations. During

the past 3 years, 1999-2002, signi�ant progress has been made in developing observational,

theoretial and data analysis methods, as well as in the diagnostis of solar phenomena.

Loal helioseismology is based on a set of observational and data analysis tools, suh as
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ring-diagram analysis (Hernandez et al. 2000); time-distane helioseismology (Duvall &

Kosovihev 2001), aousti holography (Lindsey & Braun 2000a) and aousti imaging

(Chou 2000).

The major ahievements inlude results for the subsurfae struture and dynamis of

ative regions and sunspots, large-sale ows in the onvetion zone and their variations

with the solar yle.

5.1. Sunspots and Ative Regions

The �rst maps of the sound-speed distribution beneath sunspots have been obtained by the

method of time-distane helioseismology. These maps have shown the subsurfae strutures

of relatively low sound speed, whih orrespond to the ool areas of sunspots and extend

up to 4 Mm below the photosphere. In the deeper sunspot strutures, the sound-speed is

higher than in the surrounding plasma. The depth of these strutures is at least 30 Mm

whih is about the urrent resolution limit. The higher sound speed in these strutures

an be due to higher temperature aused by heat aumulation or strong magneti �eld

(Kosovihev et al. 2000; Jensen et al. 2001).

The strong onverging downows of plasma beneath the sunspots have been disovered

by analyzing travel time delays of aousti waves (p-mode) propagating under the spots.

These plasma ows originate near the surfae and are 5-6 Mm deep. In deeper layers the ow

pattern is reversed; it is dominated by diverging upows. These results are onsistent with

Parker's luster model of sunspots, and also with reent numerial simulations. In addition,

strong horizontal vortex motions are found beneath a twisting sunspot. Close to the surfae

the sunspot ows have been studied by the time-distane analysis of surfae gravity waves (f-

mode). The results have provided measurements for the near-surfae outows orresponding

to the Evershed and moat ows. By omparing the p- and f-mode results it has been

onluded that the Evershed ow is very shallow, perhaps, only a few hundred kilometres

deep (Zhao et al. 2001; Hurlburt & Ruklidge 2000; Gizon et al. 2000; Kosovihev et al.

2002a).

Studies of emerging ative regions by the time-distane method have revealed that the

magneti ux tubes emerge very rapidly, propagating in the upper onvetion zone with

a speed of about 1.3 km/s; this is faster than predited by theory. These studies also

have provided evidene that solar ative regions are formed as a result of emergene of

numerous magneti strutures in the same areas, and are not a result of emergene of a

large Omega-type loop (Kosovihev et al. 2000; Kosovihev et al. 2002b).

The �rst images of the solar ative regions on the far side of the Sun have been obtained

by aousti holography. These observations are important for long-term spae weather

foreasts, providing the information about the evolution of ative regions on the far side and

deteting the emergene of new large regions. The daily far-side images are now produed

routinely from the SOHO/MDI data and are posted on the SOI-Stanford web site (Lindsey

& Braun 2000b; Braun & Lindsey 2001).

5.2. Large-Sale Flows in the Convetion Zone

Variations of meridional irulation of the Sun with the solar yle have been studied by the

time-distane and ring-diagram methods. The results show that the meridional ows in the

upper onvetion zone vary signi�antly with the yle, forming additional irulation ells

entered at the ative latitudes as solar ativity inreases. The meridional ows beome

asymmetrial and may even hange the diretion from polarward to equatorward. These

results are of prime importane for solar dynamo theories (Giles 1999; Chou & Dai 2001;

Haber et al. 2002).

Reent analyses of large-sale subsurfae ow patterns have on�rmed earlier results

about the existene of onverging ows around ative regions. The East-West omponent of

these ows averaged over longitude reprodues the pattern of 'torsional osillations'. These
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results have also shown the existene of evolving large-sale shear ows in ative regions.

The studies of the interation between the subsurfae ows and solar ativity have led to a

onept of Solar Subsurfae Weather (Gizon et al. 2001; Basu & Antia 2000; Haber et al.

2002; Toomre 2002).

Statistial properties of supergranulation ows have been investigated by the time-

distane analysis of the surfae gravity waves (f-modes). The results have revealed a vortex

omponent due to the Coriolis e�et, and, perhaps, a wave omponent of supergranulation,

whih may explain the long-standing puzzle why the supergranulation pattern rotates faster

than the surfae plasma (Duvall & Gizon 2000; Gizon et al. 2002).

5.3. Theory and Modelling

Wave-theoretial methods for time-distane helioseismology have been formulated. They

inlude e�ets of the �nite wavelength, wave damping, and non-uniform distribution of the

wave soures, and will lead to more aurate diagnostis of subsurfae strutures, parti-

ularly, at smaller sales (Birh & Kosovihev 2000; Jensen et al. 2000; Birh et al. 2001;

Gizon & Birh 2002).

The reently developed method of dense-paked ring diagrams has allowed to make

very eÆiently synopti maps of subsurfae ows thus enabling the SSW studies (Haber et

al. 2000).

A phase-sensitive formulation has signi�antly inreased the apabilities of aousti

holography. It allows to measure small phase hanges between the ingression and egression

signals, aused by subsurfae inhomogeneities and ows. However, inversion proedures for

this method are not yet developed (Lindsey & Braun 2000a).

The �rst attempt to develop a wave-form tomography for the Sun has been made, and

the �rst results for supergranulation are very enouraging. This method has the potential of

extrating more omplete information about the subsurfae strutures and ows ompared

to the other methods, whih use only spei� harateristis of the wave form (travel times,

phases et) (Woodard 2002).
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6. Progress in the Study of the Solar Corona

J. Mariska

Observational studies of the solar orona in the last three years have enjoyed an abun-

dane of new high spatial resolution data from the Transition Region and Coronal Explorer

(TRACE) mission (Handy et al. 1999). These narrow-band images, oupled with the

ontinued analysis of observations from instruments on the Solar and Heliospheri Obser-

vatory (SOHO) and Yohkoh, have produed a wealth of new insights into the physis of the

orona. Muh of this researh has foussed on understanding oronal loops, espeially in

ative regions.

Examinations of these new observations have revealed that the observed harateristis

of many loops in ative regions disagree with the simple saling laws derived using earlier ob-

servations (Ashwanden, Nightingale & Alexander 2000; Lenz et al. 1999a, 1999b). Instead

of the loops displaying a steep temperature inrease through the transition region followed

by a small, but measurable, rise from the top of the transition region to the loop apex,

the oronal portions of the loops appear to be more uniform with a temperature of about

1 MK. Moreover, the intensity distribution suggests that the density is falling more slowly

with inreasing height than would be expeted in hydrostati equilibrium (Ashwanden,

Shrijver & Alexander 2001).

These new observations have led to ontinued speulation about the nature and loation

of oronal heating. Heating at loop footpoints will produe some of the harateristis seen

in the TRACE data (Ashwanden, Shrijver & Alexander 2001). But it now appears that

the best explanation for the observations will involve time-varying substruture, perhaps

similar to that disussed by Klimhuk & Cargill (2001). This dynami piture is further

supported by observational evidene from SUMER spetra of ows in ative region loops

(Winebarger et al. 2002).

TRACE observations have also revealed so-alled EUV moss in ative regions (Handy

et al. 1999; Berger et al. 1999). These strutures appear to be the transition region

footpoints of very hot oronal loops. Models for the loops that might be anhored in the

moss suggest that they have peak temperatures of 3-10 MK and �lling fators of about 0.1

(Martens et al. 2000).

Higher in the orona, detailed analysis of observations from the Ultraviolet Coronal

Spetrometer on SOHO have resulted in new models for oronal holes (Cranmer et al. 1999),

and insights into the role of ion ylotron resonane heating in these soures of high-speed

solar wind (Cranmer, Field & Kohl 1999). Detailed line intensity pro�le measurements

using the SOHO SUMER experiment have provided additional onstraints on the physial

onditions low in the orona in both oronal holes and the quiet Sun (e.g., Doshek et al.

2001; Feldman et al. 1999).
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7. Solar Instrumentation

P. Venkatakrishnan

The end of the previous entury witnessed great strides in solar instrumentation as evi-

dened by spae based instruments like YOHKOH, SOHO and TRACE and ground based

failities like THEMIS. This impressive reord seems to ontinue into the new millennium as

will be seen in the following report based on the reports presented in journals and meetings.

7.1. Spae Instrumentation

One of the major aomplishments in this period has been the launh of RHESSI, whih is a

Small Explorer mission seleted by NASA to investigate the physis of partile aeleration

and energy release in solar ares (Lin & Dennis 2001). RHESSI utilizes Fourier - Transform

imaging with 9 bi-grid rotating modulating ollimators and ooled germanium detetors to

make spetra and images in X-rays and Gamma rays from 3 keV to 17 MeV. A Solar X-

ray Spetrometer (SOXS) to obtain total sunlight spetra in a similar range (Umapathy

et al. 2001) is slated to be launhed in 2002 on an Indian geostationary satellite GSAT-2.

NOAA's GOES-12 weather satellite, launhed into geosynhronous orbit on July 23 2001,

arried NOAA's �rst Solar X-ray Imager (SXI) whih provides images with a 1 minute

adene, 10 arse spatial resolution and in a wavelength range of 0.6 to 6.0 nm (Hill et

al. 2001). The Very-high-resolution Advaned Ultraviolet Telesope (VAULT) experiment

onsisting of a 30 m UV telesope followed by a spetroheliograph was suessfully launhed

on May 7 1999 on a Blak Brant sounding roket vehile and obtained images of the upper

hromosphere with a resolution of 0.33 arse (Korendyke et al. 2001). A prototype hard

X-ray spetrometer, developed jointly by the Astronomial Institute of the Czeh Republi

and the Spae Environment Center of NOAA is presently in polar orbit aboard the MTI

satellite to validate a methodology based on progressive spetral hardening for predition of

proton ares (Farnik et al. 2001). A more appliation oriented experiment alled the Solar

EUV Experiment (SEE) on NASA's TIMED spaeraft, measures the irradiane of the

highly variable solar EUV radiation in the wavelength range of 0.1 nm to 195 nm (Woods

et al. 2002).
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7.2. Balloon Experiments

In January 2000, an 89 m f/1.5 Rithey-Chr�etien solar telesope ew for 18 days suspended

from a balloon in the stratosphere above Antartia and obtained sharp and stable images

of small sale solar features (Bernasoni et al. 2000). A hard X-ray spetrometer system,

to be own on a balloon, was developed using an array of 16 CdTe detetors eah of 10 mm

� 10 mm � 0.5 mm in size. The goal is to ahieve a 3 keV energy resolution over an energy

range of 15 - 100 keV for observing non-thermal and thermal omponents of the solar are

hard X-ray emission (Kobayashi et al. 2001).

7.3. Ground Based Instruments

R.H. Hammershlag's Duth Open Telesope (DOT) projet progressed very well, in par-

tiular with the respet to the spekle reonstrution started at the DOT by S�utterlin

(S�utterlin 2001). In the meantime, Hammershlag and Bettonvil have designed multi-

wavelength optis to feed the multi-amera system with di�erent beams inluding Ca IIK

and H

�

. The �rst synhronous two-hannel data were obtained in Otober 2001 (Rutten

2002). The New Swedish Vauum Telesope with a 1-m aperture singlet lens and a Shup-

mann orretor saw �rst light in Marh 2002 (Anonymous 2002). An innovative approah of

using the ombined beams of three 30-m telesopes was suessfully tested at the Observa-

toire du Paris, Meudon (Dam�e 2002). SOLIS (Synopti Optial Long-term Investigations of

the Sun) is a projet to replae several of NSO's existing synopti instruments with a mod-

ern, state-of-the-art observing system (Harvey et al. 2000; Keller 2000). It onsists of the

Integrated Sunlight Spetrometer (ISS) and a 50 m aperture Vetor Spetromagnetograph

(VSM) to produe full disk vetor magnetograms whih will be supplied to the ommunity.

Magneto Optial Filters have been used to develop narrow band �ltergraphs for the VA-

MOS projet (Severino et al. 2001) and for Doppler measurements using the K 769.9 nm

line at the Prairie View Solar Observatory (Huang & Pojoga 2002). The traditional Lyot

�lter was used for the new digital H

�

observations at the Bohyansan Optial Astronomial

Observatory in Korea (Lee et al. 2001). It might be of interest to some observers that

the Nanjing Astronomial Instrument Center of the Chinese Aademy of Sienes (Li et

al. 2001) an make and repair Lyot �lters. Portable instruments required for total solar

elipse observations, like the fast imaging system to detet oronal osillations (Phillips

et al. 2000), the polarimeter of the Udaipur solar Observatory (Ambastha et al. 2002)

and the Fabry-Perot etalon based interferometri imaging system of the Physial Researh

Laboratory (Chandrasekhar & Ashok 2002) were suessfully deployed.

The seond generation of the Zurih Imaging Polarimeter, ZIMPOL II, allows us to

reord images of the full Stokes vetor (all four Stokes parameters) with unpreedented

polarimetri sensitivity (Povel 2001). The system has been suessfully used at a number

of di�erent telesopes (Steno et al. 2002). A new, UV-sensitive version of ZIMPOL II

has been developed during the last two years whih is sensitive down to about 300 nm,

beyond the atmospheri uto�. The new system was suessfully applied for sienti�

programs. Spetrograph based polarimetry was employed at the 25 m oronagraph of the

Norikura Solar Observatory (Shimoda et al. 2001) and at the Coud�e spetrograph of the

Big Bear Solar Observatory (Zirin & Cameron 2001). The telesope polarization of the 3

mirror oelostat system of the Kodaikanal Observatory was suessfully eliminated using

ellipsometry and the orreted Stokes pro�les were used to measure the vetor magneti

�eld of ative regions (Sankarasubramanian et al. 2000). A program of measuring large

sale solar magneti �elds using the Stokes I and V pro�les has been initiated at the Sayan

Solar Observatory (Demidov et al. 2002). New bakend instruments were also developed

for radio telesopes like a broad band spetrometer operating at 4.5 GHz to 7.5 GHz at

the Purple Mountain Observatory (Xu et al. 2001) and a digital spetrograph for the

Gauribidanur radioheliograph operating at 30 MHz to 80 MHz (Ebezener et al. 2001).
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7.4. Upgrades

The GONG program has been suessfully upgraded at all the 6 sites with the replaing

of the 256

2

pixel amera by a 1024

2

pixel amera. Assoiated readout and data arhiving

upgrades were also implemented (Leibaher 2001). The Marshall Spae Flight Center's

solar group has announed the suessful upgrade of their tower magnetograph resulting

in an inrease of spatial resolution from 2.5 arse/pixel to 0.64 arse/pixel (Adams et

al. 2001). The Mount Wilson Synopti Magneti �eld program has installed a new 24-

hannel magnetograph (Ulrih et al. 2002). The Big Bear Solar Observatory upgraded its

digital vetor magnetograph (DVMG) with an easy to use GUI observing tool (Spirok et

al. 2001) to integrate the data with the RHESSI synopti arhive. The Owens Valley Solar

Array (OVSA) underwent extensive hardware and software upgrades. In preparation for

the launh of RHESSI (Gary et al. 2000).
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8. Solar Surfae Magnetism

J. Wang

8.1. Magneti Field Measurements

In the period reported upon here, a number of new diagnostis of the magneti �eld have

been demonstrated to work and older diagnostis have been arefully investigated. Thus, the

moleular Zeeman e�et, whih an be applied to the studies of solar and stellar magnetism,

has been explored. The �rst spetral synthesis of Zeeman-split Stokes I and V pro�les of

OH lines, and the MgH green system and TiO -system were presented (Berdyugina &

Solanki 2001; Berdyugina et al. 2000). Infrared lines as probes of solar magneti features

have been extensively explored (see R�uedi et al. 1999). Using a very sensitive infrared

spetropolarimeter, Lin, Penn & Tomzyk (2000) sueeded in measuring the weak Stokes

V irular polarization pro�les of the strong oronal emission line, Fe XIII 10747, above

ative regions.

Hagyard et al. (2000), Zhang (2000) and Bao et al. (2000) evaluated the e�ets of

Faraday rotation on the observed transverse magneti �elds by omparing di�erent types of

vetor magneti �eld measurements. They brought up the onlusion that Faraday rotation

ould be a signi�ant problem if the measurements were made at the line enter.

Time sequene of the quiet-sun magneti �elds at a resolution of 0.2 arse by ombining

the adaptive optis system at the Dunn Solar Telesope with the Zurih Imaging Polarimeter

I (ZIMPOL) and proessing the data with Phase-Diverse Spekle Imaging and spekle

deonvolution was obtained by Keller et al. (2000, Amerian Astronomial Soiety, SPD

meeting 32, 03.01).
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8.2. Ativity-Assoiated Magneti Changes

For the Bastille Day are/CME on July 14, 2000, Zhang et al. (2001) identi�ed that the

only obvious magneti hanges were the ux anellation at several key sites of the long

�lament hannel. This is the �rst report on the assoiation of global CME and small-

sale ux anellation. The same irreversible variation was independently found from MDI

magnetograms (Kosovihev & Zharkova 2001). Deng et al. (2001) suggested a magneti

energy transport from the lower atmosphere to the orona in the event, evidened by the

reation of oronal ux ropes (Yan et al. 2001).

It beomes lear that there are two types of magneti hanges: irreversible and im-

pulsive. The former inludes ux emergene, anellation, evolving magneti shear and

heliity (Li et al. 2000; Asai et al. 2001; Mathew & Ambastha 2000; Kim et al. 2001;

Kurokawa et al. 2002; Spirok et al. 2002); the latter is probably aused by high-energy

partiles bombarding the solar surfae (Lozitsky et al. 2000; Kosovihev & Zharkova 2001).

Faloner (2001) suggested ways of CME predition based on the irreversible hanges in the

magneti vetor.

Magneti reonnetion in the photosphere and lower atmosphere has also attrated

reent attention (Tarbell et al. 2000; Chen et al. 2001; Ji et al. 2001). High-adene

and high-resolution are observations indiated that some impulsive ompat ares involve

low-lying magneti loops or magneti reonnetion at small altitudes (Wang & Qiu 2002).

8.3. Topologial Strutures and Quantities

Conepts of separatrix, separator, quasi-separatrix layer, and Bald-path were found to be

relevant not only to ares, but also to oronal heating (Wang et al. 2000). The work on 3D

modeling of omplex �elds reated wholly new terms, suh as fan and spine reonnetion

(Priest & Forbes 2002). A more general term, magneti interfae, was used to desribe the

interation of topology-independent ux systems (Zhang & Wang 2002).

Magneti heliity has turned out to be extremely important in onstraining the energy

release. DeVore (2000) �rst quantitatively investigated the generation of magneti heliity

by solar di�erential rotation ating on emerged bipolar soures of ux. Chae et al. (2001)

suggested a way of observationally determining heliity transport. D�emoulin et al. (2002a)

onluded that the main soure of heliity was the inherent twist of the magneti ux tubes

forming the ative region. D�emoulin et al. (2002b) further dedued that the eÆieny of

shear motion in reating the magneti heliity depended on both magneti on�guration

and shear properties.

8.4. Magneti Carpet

Flux emergene, anellation, oalesene, and fragmentation produe the evolution of the

so-alled `magneti arpet' of the quiet photosphere (Parnell 2001). Hagenaar (2001) esti-

mated that the total amount of ux emerging in ephemeral regions was 5�10

23

Mxd

�1

,

while Title (2000) gave an estimate of 7�10

22

Mxd

�1

, and Chae et al. (2001) found

3�10

23

Mxd

�1

. Worden & Harvey (2000) estimated that approximate 1.1�10

23

Mxd

�1

new bakground magneti ux was needed to sustain the quiet sun magneti �eld.

However, ux emergene also takes plae at even smaller sales. De Pontieu (2002)

presented observations of ux emergene in the internetwork. Soas-Navarro & S�anhez

Almeida (2002) suggested a magneti �eld with ompliated topology and mixed polarities

within the resolution element based on novel inversions of Stokes pro�les. The inexhaustible

interation among intranetwork, network, and ephemeral regions was found to be the origin

of mini-�lament eruption, miroare and marospiule (Wang et al. 2000). This interation

might provide enough energy for oronal heating.
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8.5. Global Pattern and Physis

Solanki, Sh�ussler & Fligge (2002) modelled the time evolution of both the open soure ux

and the total (yle-related) magneti ux at the solar surfae sine 1700, and indiated

that the total surfae ux has doubled in the �rst half of the last entury. The modelled

open ux is in good agreement with that reonstruted by Lokwood, Stamper & Wild

(1999). Makarov et al. (2002) suggested that this behavior might be explained by the

inrease of the area of polar aps.

The 3-D MHD numerial simulation shed new lights on understanding the elementary

physial proesses involved. The simulated dynami emergene of a twisted, 
-shaped

tube, from the top layer of the solar onvetion zone into the atmosphere, reprodued all

the major observational features of ative region development (Fan 2001). Suessful e�orts

were made by Shrijver and his o-workers to uniformly understand the physis of stellar

magneti ativity based on the empirial solar knowledges (see Shrijver 2001).
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